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Category:MicroprogrammingArkansas passed a law in 2019 that would have prohibited people from watching porn online because it can

"harm families" and "harm relationships", but it was ultimately struck down by the Supreme Court of the State in June. The Second
Amendment Foundation (SAF), said that the ruling was "dangerous" and pledged to prevent any future attempt to restrict porn in the name of

public morality. Perhaps unsurprisingly, some Twitter users found humor in the ruling. Due to a ruling from the Supreme Court, it's now
illegal to view pornography on the internet. Additionally, any state with a 2nd Amendment lawyer is now able to secede. — William Daniel
Meyers, DMD (@nolatitudetruth) May 16, 2019 This is exactly what the lawyer for the District of Columbia said would happen when the

Supreme Court struck down the DC's gun ban. pic.twitter.com/vF3OyZMwRi — Andrew Kaczynski (@BuzzFeedAndrew) May 16, 2019 The
Supreme Court has just ruled in favor of the Internet. — Matt Oswalt (@matthewoswalt) May 16, 2019 ...which is even better than that time
the Supreme Court ruled against alcohol in 1920. — michael (@mchoop) May 16, 2019 Teh internet is against porn. Big upset — No_Regret

(@No_Regret) May 16, 2019 The Supreme Court ruling was extremely poor. Exactly what would we do without it? We would have to use
signal flares to send messages, everyone would have to attend church services, and no one would be able to drink. — michael (@mchoop) May
16, 2019 in the future we would just stop developing things because we don't like what people do to each other or how they live their lives —

Erik D. Powell (@impassive_composer) May 16,
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